


KJV Bible Word Studies for SATISFY



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

satisfy 4390 ## male& {maw-lay'}; or mala& (Esth. 7:5) {maw-law'}; a primitive root, to fill or 
(intransitively) be full of, in a wide application (literally and figuratively): -- accomplish, confirm, + 
consecrate, be at an end, be expired, be fenced, fill, fulfil, (be, become, X draw, give in, go) full(-ly, -ly set, 
tale), [over-]flow, fulness, furnish, gather (selves, together), presume, replenish, {satisfy}, set, space, take a 
[hand-]full, + have wholly. 

satisfy 5526 # chortazo {khor-tad'-zo}; from 5528; to fodder, i.e. (generally) to gorge (supply food in 
abundance): -- feed, fill, {satisfy}. 

satisfy 7301 ## ravah {raw-vaw'}; a primitive root; to slake the thirst (occasionally of other appetites): -- 
bathe, make drunk, (take the) fill, satiate, (abundantly) {satisfy}, soak, water (abundantly). 

satisfy 7646 ## saba` {saw-bah'}; or sabea` {saw-bay'-ah}; a primitive root; to sate, i.e. fill to satisfaction 
(literally or figuratively): -- have enough, fill (full, self, with), be (to the) full (of), have plenty of, be satiate, 
{satisfy} (with), suffice, be weary of. 

satisfy 7654 ## sob`ah {sob-aw'}; feminine of 7648; satiety: -- (to have) enough, X till...be full, [un-]satiable, 
{satisfy}, X sufficiently. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

satisfy 01878 ## dashen {daw-shane'} ; a primitive root ; to be fat ; transitively , to fatten (or regard as fat) ;
specifically to anoint ; figuratively , to {satisfy} ; denominatively (from 01880) to remove (fat) ashes (of 
sacrifices) : -- accept , anoint , take away the (receive) ashes (from) , make (wax) fat . 

satisfy 04390 ## male'{maw-lay'} ; or mala'(Esth . 7 : 5) {maw-law'} ; a primitive root , to fill or 
(intransitively) be full of , in a wide application (literally and figuratively) : -- accomplish , confirm , + 
consecrate , be at an end , be expired , be fenced , fill , fulfil , (be , become , X draw , give in , go) full (- ly ,-
ly set , tale) , [over-] flow , fulness , furnish , gather (selves , together) , presume , replenish , {satisfy} , set , 
space , take a [hand-] full , + have wholly . 

satisfy 07301 ## ravah {raw-vaw'} ; a primitive root ; to slake the thirst (occasionally of other appetites) : -- 
bathe , make drunk , (take the) fill , satiate , (abundantly) {satisfy} , soak , water (abundantly) . 

satisfy 07521 ## ratsah {raw-tsaw'} ; a primitive root ; to be pleased with ; specifically , to {satisfy} a debt : -
- (be) accept (- able) , accomplish , set affection , approve , consent with , delight (self) , enjoy , (be , have a) 
favour (- able) , like , observe , pardon , (be , have , take) please (- ure) , reconcile self . 

satisfy 07646 ## saba` {saw-bah'} ; or sabea` {saw-bay'- ah} ; a primitive root ; to sate , i . e . fill to 
satisfaction (literally or figuratively) : -- have enough , fill (full , self , with) , be (to the) full (of) , have plenty
of , be satiate , {satisfy} (with) , suffice , be weary of . 

satisfy 07654 ## sob` ah {sob-aw'} ; feminine of 07648 ; satiety : -- (to have) enough , X till . . . be full , [un-] 
satiable , {satisfy} , X sufficiently . 

satisfy 1705 - empiplemi {em-pip'-lay-mee}; or empletho {em-play'-tho}; from 1722 and the base of 4118; to
fill in (up), i.e. (by implication) to {satisfy} (literally or figuratively): -- fill. 

satisfy 4137 - pleroo {play-ro'-o}; from 4134; to make replete, i.e. (literally) to cram (a net), level up (a 
hollow), or (figuratively) to furnish (or imbue, diffuse, influence), {satisfy}, execute (an office), finish (a 
period or task), verify (or coincide with a prediction), etc.: -- accomplish, X after, (be) complete, end, expire,
fill (up), fulfil, (be, make) full (come), fully preach, perfect, supply. 

satisfy 5526 - chortazo {khor-tad'-zo}; from 5528; to fodder, i.e. (generally) to gorge (supply food in 
abundance): -- feed, fill, {satisfy}. 

satisfying 07648 ## soba` {so'- bah} ; from 07646 ; satisfaction (of food or [figuratively ] joy) : -- fill , full (- 
ness) , {satisfying} , be satisfied . 

satisfying 4140 - plesmone {place-mon-ay'}; from a presumed derivative of 4130; a filling up, i.e. 
(figuratively) gratification: -- {satisfying}. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

5526 + filled + satisfy + be filled + to be fed + to be full + as to fill + and filled + were filled + and were filled 
+ for ye shall be filled + for they shall be filled +/ . chortazo {khor-tad'-zo}; from 5528 + hay + grass + of 
grass + the blade + the grass + The grass + is as grass + of the grass +/ ; to fodder, i .e . (generally) to gorge 
(supply food in abundance): --feed, fill, satisfy . 

5527 + sustenance +/ . chortasma {khor'-tas-mah}; from 5526 + filled + satisfy + be filled + to be fed + to be 
full + as to fill + and filled + were filled + and were filled + for ye shall be filled + for they shall be filled +/ ; 
forage, i .e . food: --sustenance . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.

10 - satisfy 

2 - satisfying 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

satisfy 4390 -- male/ -- accomplish, confirm, + consecrate, be at an end, beexpired, be fenced, fill, fulfil, (be, 
become, X draw, give in, go)full(-ly, -ly set, tale), [over-]flow, fulness, furnish, gather (selves,together), 
presume, replenish, {satisfy}, set, space, take a [hand-]full, +have wholly.

satisfy 5526 ** chortazo ** feed, fill, {satisfy}.

satisfy 7301 ravah -- -- bathe, make drunk, (take the) fill, satiate, (abundantly){satisfy}, soak, water 
(abundantly).

satisfy 7646 saba\ -- -- have enough, fill (full, self, with), be (to the) full(of), have plenty of, be satiate, 
{satisfy} (with), suffice, be weary of.

satisfy 7654 sob\ah -- -- (to have) enough, X till...be full, [un-]satiable,{satisfy}, X sufficiently.

satisfying 4140 ** plesmone ** {satisfying}.

satisfying 7648 soba\ -- -- fill, full(-ness), {satisfying}, be satisfied.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

satisfy 5526 chortazo * {satisfy} , {5526 chortazo } ,

satisfying 4140 plesmone * {satisfying} , {4140 plesmone } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- satisfy , 4390 , 7301 , 7646 ,

* satisfy , 5526 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

satisfy - 5526 fill, filled, full, {satisfy},

satisfying - 4140 {satisfying},
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

satisfy Eze_07_19 # They shall cast their silver in the streets, and their gold shall be removed: their silver 
and their gold shall not be able to deliver them in the day of the wrath of the LORD: they shall not satisfy 
their souls, neither fill their bowels: because it is the stumblingblock of their iniquity.

satisfy Isa_58_10 # And [if] thou draw out thy soul to the hungry, and satisfy the afflicted soul; then shall 
thy light rise in obscurity, and thy darkness [be] as the noon day:

satisfy Isa_58_11 # And the LORD shall guide thee continually, and satisfy thy soul in drought, and make 
fat thy bones: and thou shalt be like a watered garden, and like a spring of water, whose waters fail not.

satisfy Job_38_27 # To satisfy the desolate and waste [ground]; and to cause the bud of the tender herb to 
spring forth?

satisfy Mar_08_04 # And his disciples answered him, From whence can a man satisfy these [men] with 
bread here in the wilderness?

satisfy Pro_05_19 # [Let her be as] the loving hind and pleasant roe; let her breasts satisfy thee at all times; 
and be thou ravished always with her love.

satisfy Pro_06_30 # [Men] do not despise a thief, if he steal to satisfy his soul when he is hungry;

satisfy Psa_132_15 # I will abundantly bless her provision: I will satisfy her poor with bread.

satisfy Psa_90_14 # O satisfy us early with thy mercy; that we may rejoice and be glad all our days.

satisfy Psa_91_16 # With long life will I satisfy him, and show him my salvation.

satisfying Col_02_23 # Which things have indeed a show of wisdom in will worship, and humility, and 
neglecting of the body; not in any honour to the satisfying of the flesh.

satisfying Pro_13_25 # The righteous eateth to the satisfying of his soul: but the belly of the wicked shall 
want.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

satisfy her poor Psa_132_15 # I will abundantly bless her provision: I will satisfy her poor with bread.

satisfy him and Psa_91_16 # With long life will I satisfy him, and show him my salvation.

satisfy his soul Pro_06_30 # [Men] do not despise a thief, if he steal to satisfy his soul when he is hungry;

satisfy the afflicted Isa_58_10 # And [if] thou draw out thy soul to the hungry, and satisfy the afflicted soul; 
then shall thy light rise in obscurity, and thy darkness [be] as the noon day:

satisfy the desolate Job_38_27 # To satisfy the desolate and waste [ground]; and to cause the bud of the 
tender herb to spring forth?

satisfy thee at Pro_05_19 # [Let her be as] the loving hind and pleasant roe; let her breasts satisfy thee at all
times; and be thou ravished always with her love.

satisfy their souls Eze_07_19 # They shall cast their silver in the streets, and their gold shall be removed: 
their silver and their gold shall not be able to deliver them in the day of the wrath of the LORD: they shall 
not satisfy their souls, neither fill their bowels: because it is the stumblingblock of their iniquity.

satisfy these men Mar_08_04 # And his disciples answered him, From whence can a man satisfy these [men]
with bread here in the wilderness?

satisfy thy soul Isa_58_11 # And the LORD shall guide thee continually, and satisfy thy soul in drought, and
make fat thy bones: and thou shalt be like a watered garden, and like a spring of water, whose waters fail 
not.

satisfy us early Psa_90_14 # O satisfy us early with thy mercy; that we may rejoice and be glad all our days.

satisfying of his Pro_13_25 # The righteous eateth to the satisfying of his soul: but the belly of the wicked 
shall want.

satisfying of the Col_02_23 # Which things have indeed a show of wisdom in will worship, and humility, 
and neglecting of the body; not in any honour to the satisfying of the flesh.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

satisfy him Psa_91_16 

satisfy his soul when he is hungry Pro_06_30 

satisfy thy soul Isa_58_11 





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

satisfy ^ Psa_132_15 / satisfy /^her poor with bread. 

satisfy ^ Psa_91_16 / satisfy /^him, and show him my salvation. 

satisfy ^ Pro_06_30 / satisfy /^his soul when he is hungry; 

satisfy ^ Isa_58_10 / satisfy /^the afflicted soul; then shall thy light rise in obscurity, and thy darkness [be] 
as the noon day: 

satisfy ^ Job_38_27 / satisfy /^the desolate and waste [ground]; and to cause the bud of the tender herb to 
spring forth? 

satisfy ^ Pro_05_19 / satisfy /^thee at all times; and be thou ravished always with her love. 

satisfy ^ Eze_07_19 / satisfy /^their souls, neither fill their bowels: because it is the stumblingblock of their 
iniquity. 

satisfy ^ Mar_08_04 / satisfy /^these [men] with bread here in the wilderness? 

satisfy ^ Isa_58_11 / satisfy /^thy soul in drought, and make fat thy bones: and thou shalt be like a watered 
garden, and like a spring of water, whose waters fail not. 

satisfy ^ Psa_90_14 / satisfy /^us early with thy mercy; that we may rejoice and be glad all our days. 

satisfying ^ Pro_13_25 / satisfying /^of his soul: but the belly of the wicked shall want. 

satisfying ^ Col_02_23 / satisfying /^of the flesh. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

satisfy ......... satisfy 5526 -chortazo-> 

satisfying ......... to the satisfying 4140 -plesmone-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

satisfy 1Sa_58_11 And the LORD shall guide thee continually, and {satisfy} thy soul in drought, and make 
fat thy bones: and thou shalt be like a watered garden, and like a spring of water, whose waters fail not. 

satisfy 1Sa_58_10 And [if] thou draw out thy soul to the hungry, and {satisfy} the afflicted soul; then shall 
thy light rise in obscurity, and thy darkness [be] as the noon day: 

satisfy Eze_07_19 They shall cast their silver in the streets, and their gold shall be removed: their silver and
their gold shall not be able to deliver them in the day of the wrath of the LORD: they shall not {satisfy} 
their souls, neither fill their bowels: because it is the stumblingblock of their iniquity. 

satisfy Job_38_27 To {satisfy} the desolate and waste [ground]; and to cause the bud of the tender herb to 
spring forth? 

satisfy Mar_08_04 And his disciples answered him, From whence can a man {satisfy} these [men] with 
bread here in the wilderness? 

satisfy Pro_06_30 [Men] do not despise a thief, if he steal to {satisfy} his soul when he is hungry; 

satisfy Pro_05_19 [Let her be as] the loving hind and pleasant roe; let her breasts {satisfy} thee at all times; 
and be thou ravished always with her love. 

satisfy Psa_91_16 With long life will I {satisfy} him, and show him my salvation. 

satisfy Psa_132_15 I will abundantly bless her provision: I will {satisfy} her poor with bread. 

satisfy Psa_90_14 O {satisfy} us early with thy mercy; that we may rejoice and be glad all our days. 

satisfying Col_02_23 Which things have indeed a show of wisdom in will worship, and humility, and 
neglecting of the body; not in any honour to the {satisfying} of the flesh. 

satisfying Pro_13_25 The righteous eateth to the {satisfying} of his soul: but the belly of the wicked shall 
want. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

satisfy ^ Mar_08_04 And <2532> his <0846> disciples <3101> answered <0611> (5662) him <0846>, From 
whence <4159> can <1410> (5695) a man <5100> {satisfy} <5526> (5658) these <5128> men with bread 
<0740> here <5602> in <1909> the wilderness <2047>? 

satisfying ^ Col_02_23 Which things <3748> have <2192> (5723) indeed <3303> a shew <2076> (5748) 
<3056> of wisdom <4678> in <1722> will worship <1479>, and <2532> humility <5012>, and <2532> 
neglecting <0857> of the body <4983>; not <3756> in <1722> any <5100> honour <5092> to <4314> the 
{satisfying} <4140> of the flesh <4561>. 



eBibleSoftware Engineering

Web Suite of Bible Study Tools
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
satisfy Eze_07_19 They shall cast (07993 +shalak ) their silver (03701 +keceph ) in the streets (02351 
+chuwts ) , and their gold (02091 +zahab ) shall be removed (05079 +niddah ):their silver (03701 +keceph ) 
and their gold (02091 +zahab ) shall not be able (03201 +yakol ) to deliver (05337 +natsal ) them in the day 
(03117 +yowm ) of the wrath (05678 +(ebrah ) of the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ):they shall not {satisfy} 
(07646 +saba( ) their souls (05315 +nephesh ) , neither (03808 +lo) ) fill (04390 +male) ) their bowels (04578 
+me(ah ):because (03588 +kiy ) it is the stumblingblock (04383 +mikshowl ) of their iniquity (05771 +(avon 
) . 

satisfy Isa_58_10 And [ if ] thou draw (06329 +puwq ) out thy soul (05315 +nephesh ) to the hungry (07456 
+ra(eb ) , and {satisfy} (07646 +saba( ) the afflicted (06031 +(anah ) soul (05315 +nephesh ) ; then shall thy 
light (00216 +)owr ) rise (02224 +zarach ) in obscurity (02822 +choshek ) , and thy darkness (00653 
+)aphelah ) [ be ] as the noonday (06672 +tsohar ) : 

satisfy Isa_58_11 And the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) shall guide (05148 +nachah ) thee continually (08548 
+tamiyd ) , and {satisfy} (07646 +saba( ) thy soul (05315 +nephesh ) in drought (06710 +tsachtsachah ) , and
make fat (02502 +chalats ) thy bones (06106 +(etsem ):and thou shalt be like a watered (07302 +raveh ) 
garden (01588 +gan ) , and like a spring (04161 +mowtsa) ) of water (04325 +mayim ) , whose (00834 +)aher
) waters (04325 +mayim ) fail (03576 +kazab ) not . 

satisfy Job_38_27 To {satisfy} (07646 +saba( ) the desolate (07722 +show) ) and waste (04875 +m@show)ah 
) [ ground ] ; and to cause the bud (04161 +mowtsa) ) of the tender herb (01877 +deshe) ) to spring (06779 
+tsamach ) forth (06779 +tsamach ) ? 

satisfy Mar_08_04 And his disciples (3101 -mathetes -) answered (0611 -apokrinomai -) him , From whence 
(4159 -pothen -) can (1410 -dunamai -) a man (5100 -tis -) {satisfy} (5526 -chortazo -) these (5128 -toutous -) 
[ men ] with bread (0740 -artos -) here (5602 -hode -) in the wilderness (2047 -eremia -) ? 

http://ebiblesoftware.com


satisfy Pro_05_19 [ Let her be as ] the loving (00158 +)ahab ) hind (00365 +)ayeleth ) and pleasant (02580 
+chen ) roe (03280 +ya(alah ) ; let her breasts (01717 +dad ) {satisfy} (07301 +ravah ) thee at all (03605 +kol
) times (06256 +(eth ) ; and be thou ravished (07686 +shagah ) always (08548 +tamiyd ) with her love (00160
+)ahabah ) . 

satisfy Pro_06_30 [ Men ] do not despise (00936 +buwz ) a thief (01590 +gannab ) , if he steal (01589 +ganab
) to {satisfy} (04390 +male) ) his soul (05315 +nephesh ) when (03588 +kiy ) he is hungry (07456 +ra(eb ) ; 

satisfy Psa_132_15 I will abundantly (01288 +barak ) bless (01288 +barak ) her provision (06718 +tsayid ):I 
will {satisfy} (07646 +saba( ) her poor (34) with bread (03899 +lechem ) . 

satisfy Psa_90_14 O {satisfy} (07646 +saba( ) us early (01242 +boqer ) with thy mercy (02617 +checed ) ; 
that we may rejoice (07442 +ranan ) and be glad (08056 +sameach ) all (03605 +kol ) our days (03117 
+yowm ) . 

satisfy Psa_91_16 With long (00753 +)orek ) life (03117 +yowm ) will I {satisfy} (07646 +saba( ) him , and 
shew (07200 +ra)ah ) him my salvation (03444 +y@shuw(ah ) . 

satisfying Col_02_23 Which (3748 -hostis -) things have (2192 -echo -) indeed (3303 -men -) a shew (3056 -
logos -) of wisdom (4678 -sophia -) in will (1479 -ethelothreskeia -) worship (1479 -ethelothreskeia -) , and 
humility (5012 -tapeinophrosune -) , and neglecting (0857 -apheidia -) of the body (4983 -soma -) ; not in 
any (5100 -tis -) honour (5092 -time -) to the {satisfying} (4140 -plesmone -) of the flesh (4561 -sarx -) . 

satisfying Pro_13_25 . The righteous (06662 +tsaddiyq ) eateth (00398 +)akal ) to the {satisfying} (07648 
+soba( ) of his soul (05315 +nephesh ):but the belly (00990 +beten ) of the wicked (07563 +rasha( ) shall 
want (02637 +chacer ) . 
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satisfy , EZE , 7:19 satisfy , ISA , 58:10 , ISA , 58:11 satisfy , JOB , 38:27 satisfy , MR , 8:4 satisfy , PR , 5:19 , PR , 6:30 satisfy , PS , 90:14 , PS , 91:16 , PS , 132:15 satisfying , COL , 2:23 satisfying , PR , 13:25 fill 1705 # 
empiplemi {em-pip'-lay-mee}; or empletho {em-play'- tho}; from 1722 and the base of 4118; to fill in (up), i.e. (by implication) to satisfy (literally or figuratively): -- {fill}. [ql satisfy 5526 # chortazo {khor-tad'-zo}; from 5528; to 
fodder, i. e. (generally) to gorge (supply food in abundance): -- feed, fill, {satisfy}.[ql satisfy Interlinear Index Study satisfy JOB 038 027 To {satisfy} <07646 +saba< > the desolate <07722 +show> > and waste <04875 +m@show>ah 
> [ ground ] ; and to cause the bud <04161 +mowtsa> > of the tender herb <01877 +deshe> > to spring <06779 +tsamach > forth <06779 +tsamach > ? satisfy PSA 090 014 O {satisfy} <07646 +saba< > us early <01242 +boqer > with 
thy mercy <02617 +checed > ; that we may rejoice <07442 +ranan > and be glad <08056 +sameach > all <03605 +kol > our days <03117 +yowm > . satisfy PSA 091 016 With long <00753 +>orek > life <03117 +yowm > will I 
{satisfy} <07646 +saba< > him , and shew <07200 +ra>ah > him my salvation <03444 +y@shuw . satisfy PSA 132 015 I will abundantly <01288 +barak > bless <01288 +barak > her provision <06718 +tsayid > : I will {satisfy} 
<07646 +saba< > her poor <34> with bread <03899 +lechem > . satisfy PRO 005 019 [ Let her be as ] the loving <00158 +>ahab > hind <00365 +>ayeleth > and pleasant <02580 +chen > roe <03280 +ya ; let her breasts <01717 +dad 
> {satisfy} <07301 +ravah > thee at all <03605 +kol > times <06256 + ; and be thou ravished <07686 +shagah > always <08548 +tamiyd > with her love <00160 +>ahabah > . satisfy PRO 006 030 [ Men ] do not despise <00936 
+buwz > a thief <01590 +gannab > , if he steal <01589 +ganab > to {satisfy} <04390 +male> > his soul <05315 +nephesh > when <03588 +kiy > he is hungry <07456 +ra ; satisfy ISA 058 010 And [ if ] thou draw <06329 +puwq > 
out thy soul <05315 +nephesh > to the hungry <07456 +ra , and {satisfy} <07646 +saba< > the afflicted <06031 + soul <05315 +nephesh > ; then shall thy light <00216 +>owr > rise <02224 +zarach > in obscurity <02822 +choshek > 
, and thy darkness <00653 +>aphelah > [ be ] as the noonday <06672 +tsohar > : satisfy ISA 058 011 And the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > shall guide <05148 +nachah > thee continually <08548 +tamiyd > , and {satisfy} <07646 
+saba< > thy soul <05315 +nephesh > in drought <06710 +tsachtsachah > , and make fat <02502 +chalats > thy bones <06106 + : and thou shalt be like a watered <07302 +raveh > garden <01588 +gan > , and like a spring <04161 
+mowtsa> > of water <04325 +mayim > , whose <00834 +>aher > waters <04325 +mayim > fail <03576 +kazab > not . satisfy EZE 007 019 They shall cast <07993 +shalak > their silver <03701 +keceph > in the streets <02351 
+chuwts > , and their gold <02091 +zahab > shall be removed <05079 +niddah > : their silver <03701 +keceph > and their gold <02091 +zahab > shall not be able <03201 +yakol > to deliver <05337 +natsal > them in the day <03117 
+yowm > of the wrath <05678 + of the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : they shall not {satisfy} <07646 +saba< > their souls <05315 +nephesh > , neither <03808 +lo> > fill <04390 +male> > their bowels <04578 +me : because <03588
+kiy > it is the stumblingblock <04383 +mikshowl > of their iniquity <05771 + . satisfy MAR 008 004 And his disciples <3101 -mathetes -> answered <0611 -apokrinomai -> him , From whence <4159 -pothen - > can <1410 -dunamai
-> a man <5100 -tis -> {satisfy} <5526 - chortazo -> these <5128 -toutous -> [ men ] with bread <0740 - artos -> here <5602 -hode -> in the wilderness <2047 -eremia -> ? let her breasts satisfy thee at all times man satisfy these o 
satisfy us early with thy mercy satisfy him satisfy his soul when he is hungry satisfy thy soul they shall not satisfy their souls will satisfy her poor with bread - satisfy , 4390 , 7301 , 7646 , * satisfy , 5526 , * satisfy , 5526 chortazo , 
satisfy -5526 fill, filled, full, {satisfy}, satisfying -4140 {satisfying}, satisfy -4390 accomplish , accomplished , become , confirm , end , expired , fenced , fill , filled , filledst , fillest , filleth , fulfil , fulfilled , full , fully , fulness , 
furnish , gather , gathered , overfloweth , overflown , presume , replenish , replenished , satisfied , {satisfy} , set , space , wholly , satisfy -7301 abundantly , bathed , drunk , drunken , fill , filled , satiate , satiated , satisfied , {satisfy} , 
soaked , water , waterest , watereth , satisfy -7646 fill , filled , filledst , filleth , full , plenty , satiate , satisfied , satisfiest , satisfieth , {satisfy} , sufficed , weary , satisfying -7648 fill , full , fulness , {satisfying} , sufficed , satisfy 4390 --
male/ -- accomplish, confirm, + consecrate, be at an end, beexpired, be fenced, fill, fulfil, (be, become, X draw, give in, go)full(-ly, -ly set, tale), [over-]flow, fulness, furnish, gather (selves,together), presume, replenish, {satisfy}, set, 
space, take a [hand-]full, +have wholly. satisfy 7301 ravah -- -- bathe, make drunk, (take the) fill, satiate, (abundantly){satisfy}, soak, water (abundantly). satisfy 7646 saba\ -- -- have enough, fill (full, self, with), be (to the) full(of), 
have plenty of, be satiate, {satisfy} (with), suffice, be weary of. satisfy 7654 sob\ah -- -- (to have) enough, X till...be full, [un-]satiable,{satisfy}, X sufficiently. satisfy 5526 ** chortazo ** feed, fill, {satisfy}. satisfying 7648 soba\ -- -- 
fill, full(-ness), {satisfying}, be satisfied. satisfying 4140 ** plesmone ** {satisfying}. satisfy ......... satisfy 5526 -chortazo-> satisfying ......... to the satisfying 4140 -plesmone-> satisfy 4390 ## male> {maw-lay'}; or mala> (Esth. 7:5) 
{maw- law'}; a primitive root, to fill or (intransitively) be full of, in a wide application (literally and figuratively): -- accomplish, confirm, + consecrate, be at an end, be expired, be fenced, fill, fulfil, (be, become, X draw, give in, go) 
full(-ly, -ly set, tale), [over-]flow, fulness, furnish, gather (selves, together), presume, replenish, {satisfy}, set, space, take a [hand-]full, + have wholly.[ql satisfy 7301 ## ravah {raw-vaw'}; a primitive root; to slake the thirst 
(occasionally of other appetites): -- bathe, make drunk, (take the) fill, satiate, (abundantly) {satisfy}, soak, water (abundantly).[ql satisfy 7646 ## saba< {saw-bah'}; or sabea< {saw-bay'-ah}; a primitive root; to sate, i.e. fill to 
satisfaction (literally or figuratively): -- have enough, fill (full, self, with), be (to the) full (of), have plenty of, be satiate, {satisfy} (with), suffice, be weary of.[ql satisfy 7654 ## sob To {satisfy} the desolate and waste [ground]; and to 
cause the bud of the tender herb to spring forth? satisfy O {satisfy} us early with thy mercy; that we may rejoice and be glad all our days. satisfy With long life will I {satisfy} him, and show him my salvation. satisfy I will abundantly 
bless her provision: I will {satisfy} her poor with bread. satisfy Let her be as] the loving hind and pleasant roe; let her breasts {satisfy} thee at all times; and be thou ravished always with her love. satisfy Men] do not despise a thief, if 
he steal to {satisfy} his soul when he is hungry; satisfy And [if] thou draw out thy soul to the hungry, and {satisfy} the afflicted soul; then shall thy light rise in obscurity, and thy darkness [be] as the noon day: satisfy And the LORD 
shall guide thee continually, and {satisfy} thy soul in drought, and make fat thy bones: and thou shalt be like a watered garden, and like a spring of water, whose waters fail not. satisfy They shall cast their silver in the streets, and their 
gold shall be removed: their silver and their gold shall not be able to deliver them in the day of the wrath of the LORD: they shall not {satisfy} their souls, neither fill their bo wels: because it is the stumblingblock of their iniquity. 
satisfy And his disciples answered him, From whence can a man {satisfy} these men] with bread here in the wilderness? 



satisfy , EZE , 7:19 satisfy , ISA , 58:10 , ISA , 58:11 satisfy , JOB , 38:27 satisfy , MR , 8:4 satisfy , PR , 5:19 , 
PR , 6:30 satisfy , PS , 90:14 , PS , 91:16 , PS , 132:15 satisfying , COL , 2:23 satisfying , PR , 13:25



fill 1705 # empiplemi {em-pip'-lay-mee}; or empletho {em-play'- tho}; from 1722 and the base of 4118; to fill in 
(up), i.e. (by implication) to satisfy (literally or figuratively): -- {fill}. [ql satisfy 5526 # chortazo {khor-tad'-zo}; 
from 5528; to fodder, i. e. (generally) to gorge (supply food in abundance): -- feed, fill, {satisfy}.[ql



* satisfy , 5526 chortazo ,



satisfy -5526 fill, filled, full, {satisfy}, satisfying -4140 {satisfying},



satisfy -4390 accomplish , accomplished , become , confirm , end , expired , fenced , fill , filled , filledst , fillest , 
filleth , fulfil , fulfilled , full , fully , fulness , furnish , gather , gathered , overfloweth , overflown , presume , 
replenish , replenished , satisfied , {satisfy} , set , space , wholly , satisfy -7301 abundantly , bathed , drunk , 
drunken , fill , filled , satiate , satiated , satisfied , {satisfy} , soaked , water , waterest , watereth , satisfy -7646 fill
, filled , filledst , filleth , full , plenty , satiate , satisfied , satisfiest , satisfieth , {satisfy} , sufficed , weary , 
satisfying -7648 fill , full , fulness , {satisfying} , sufficed ,



satisfy 4390 -- male/ -- accomplish, confirm, + consecrate, be at an end, beexpired, be fenced, fill, fulfil, (be, 
become, X draw, give in, go)full(-ly, -ly set, tale), [over-]flow, fulness, furnish, gather (selves,together), presume, 
replenish, {satisfy}, set, space, take a [hand-]full, +have wholly. satisfy 7301 ravah -- -- bathe, make drunk, (take 
the) fill, satiate, (abundantly){satisfy}, soak, water (abundantly). satisfy 7646 saba\ -- -- have enough, fill (full, 
self, with), be (to the) full(of), have plenty of, be satiate, {satisfy} (with), suffice, be weary of. satisfy 7654 sob\ah 
-- -- (to have) enough, X till...be full, [un-]satiable,{satisfy}, X sufficiently. satisfy 5526 ** chortazo ** feed, fill, 
{satisfy}. satisfying 7648 soba\ -- -- fill, full(-ness), {satisfying}, be satisfied. satisfying 4140 ** plesmone ** 
{satisfying}.





satisfy ......... satisfy 5526 -chortazo-> satisfying ......... to the satisfying 4140 -plesmone->



satisfy 4390 ## male> {maw-lay'}; or mala> (Esth. 7:5) {maw- law'}; a primitive root, to fill or (intransitively) be 
full of, in a wide application (literally and figuratively): -- accomplish, confirm, + consecrate, be at an end, be 
expired, be fenced, fill, fulfil, (be, become, X draw, give in, go) full(-ly, -ly set, tale), [over-]flow, fulness, furnish,
gather (selves, together), presume, replenish, {satisfy}, set, space, take a [hand-]full, + have wholly.[ql satisfy 
7301 ## ravah {raw-vaw'}; a primitive root; to slake the thirst (occasionally of other appetites): -- bathe, make 
drunk, (take the) fill, satiate, (abundantly) {satisfy}, soak, water (abundantly).[ql satisfy 7646 ## saba< 
{saw-bah'}; or sabea< {saw-bay'-ah}; a primitive root; to sate, i.e. fill to satisfaction (literally or figuratively): -- 
have enough, fill (full, self, with), be (to the) full (of), have plenty of, be satiate, {satisfy} (with), suffice, be weary
of.[ql satisfy 7654 ## sob
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satisfy Interlinear Index Study satisfy JOB 038 027 To {satisfy} <07646 +saba< > the desolate <07722 +show> > 
and waste <04875 +m@show>ah > [ ground ] ; and to cause the bud <04161 +mowtsa> > of the tender herb 
<01877 +deshe> > to spring <06779 +tsamach > forth <06779 +tsamach > ? satisfy PSA 090 014 O {satisfy} 
<07646 +saba< > us early <01242 +boqer > with thy mercy <02617 +checed > ; that we may rejoice <07442 
+ranan > and be glad <08056 +sameach > all <03605 +kol > our days <03117 +yowm > . satisfy PSA 091 016 
With long <00753 +>orek > life <03117 +yowm > will I {satisfy} <07646 +saba< > him , and shew <07200 
+ra>ah > him my salvation <03444 +y@shuw . satisfy PSA 132 015 I will abundantly <01288 +barak > bless 
<01288 +barak > her provision <06718 +tsayid > : I will {satisfy} <07646 +saba< > her poor <34> with bread 
<03899 +lechem > . satisfy PRO 005 019 [ Let her be as ] the loving <00158 +>ahab > hind <00365 +>ayeleth > 
and pleasant <02580 +chen > roe <03280 +ya ; let her breasts <01717 +dad > {satisfy} <07301 +ravah > thee at 
all <03605 +kol > times <06256 + ; and be thou ravished <07686 +shagah > always <08548 +tamiyd > with her 
love <00160 +>ahabah > . satisfy PRO 006 030 [ Men ] do not despise <00936 +buwz > a thief <01590 +gannab 
> , if he steal <01589 +ganab > to {satisfy} <04390 +male> > his soul <05315 +nephesh > when <03588 +kiy > 
he is hungry <07456 +ra ; satisfy ISA 058 010 And [ if ] thou draw <06329 +puwq > out thy soul <05315 
+nephesh > to the hungry <07456 +ra , and {satisfy} <07646 +saba< > the afflicted <06031 + soul <05315 
+nephesh > ; then shall thy light <00216 +>owr > rise <02224 +zarach > in obscurity <02822 +choshek > , and 
thy darkness <00653 +>aphelah > [ be ] as the noonday <06672 +tsohar > : satisfy ISA 058 011 And the LORD 
<03068 +Y@hovah > shall guide <05148 +nachah > thee continually <08548 +tamiyd > , and {satisfy} <07646 
+saba< > thy soul <05315 +nephesh > in drought <06710 +tsachtsachah > , and make fat <02502 +chalats > thy 
bones <06106 + : and thou shalt be like a watered <07302 +raveh > garden <01588 +gan > , and like a spring 
<04161 +mowtsa> > of water <04325 +mayim > , whose <00834 +>aher > waters <04325 +mayim > fail <03576 
+kazab > not . satisfy EZE 007 019 They shall cast <07993 +shalak > their silver <03701 +keceph > in the streets 
<02351 +chuwts > , and their gold <02091 +zahab > shall be removed <05079 +niddah > : their silver <03701 
+keceph > and their gold <02091 +zahab > shall not be able <03201 +yakol > to deliver <05337 +natsal > them in
the day <03117 +yowm > of the wrath <05678 + of the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : they shall not {satisfy} 
<07646 +saba< > their souls <05315 +nephesh > , neither <03808 +lo> > fill <04390 +male> > their bowels 
<04578 +me : because <03588 +kiy > it is the stumblingblock <04383 +mikshowl > of their iniquity <05771 + . 
satisfy MAR 008 004 And his disciples <3101 -mathetes -> answered <0611 -apokrinomai -> him , From whence 
<4159 -pothen - > can <1410 -dunamai -> a man <5100 -tis -> {satisfy} <5526 - chortazo -> these <5128 -toutous
-> [ men ] with bread <0740 - artos -> here <5602 -hode -> in the wilderness <2047 -eremia -> ?



let her breasts satisfy thee at all times man satisfy these o satisfy us early with thy mercy satisfy him satisfy his 
soul when he is hungry satisfy thy soul they shall not satisfy their souls will satisfy her poor with bread 



satisfy Psa_132_15 /^{satisfy /her poor with bread . satisfy Psa_91_16 /^{satisfy /him, and shew him my salvation
. satisfy Pro_06_30 /^{satisfy /his soul when he is hungry ; satisfy Isa_58_10 /^{satisfy /the afflicted soul ; then 
shall thy light rise in obscurity , and thy darkness be as the noonday : satisfy Job_38_27 /^{satisfy /the desolate 
and waste ground; and to cause the bud of the tender herb to spring forth ? satisfy Pro_05_19 /^{satisfy /thee at all
times ; and be thou ravished always with her love . satisfy Eze_07_19 /^{satisfy /their souls , neither fill their 
bowels : because it is the stumblingblock of their iniquity . satisfy Mar_08_04 /${satisfy /these men with bread 
here in the wilderness ? satisfy Isa_58_11 /^{satisfy /thy soul in drought , and make fat thy bones : and thou shalt 
be like a watered garden , and like a spring of water , whose waters fail not. satisfy Psa_90_14 /^{satisfy /us early 
with thy mercy ; that we may rejoice and be glad all our days . satisfying Pro_13_25 /^{satisfying /of his soul : but
the belly of the wicked shall want . satisfying Col_02_23 /${satisfying /of the flesh .



satisfy 10 - satisfying 2 -



- satisfy , 4390 , 7301 , 7646 , * satisfy , 5526 , 



satisfy To {satisfy} the desolate and waste [ground]; and to cause the bud of the tender herb to spring forth? 
satisfy O {satisfy} us early with thy mercy; that we may rejoice and be glad all our days. satisfy With long life 
will I {satisfy} him, and show him my salvation. satisfy I will abundantly bless her provision: I will {satisfy} her 
poor with bread. satisfy Let her be as] the loving hind and pleasant roe; let her breasts {satisfy} thee at all times; 
and be thou ravished always with her love. satisfy Men] do not despise a thief, if he steal to {satisfy} his soul 
when he is hungry; satisfy And [if] thou draw out thy soul to the hungry, and {satisfy} the afflicted soul; then shall
thy light rise in obscurity, and thy darkness [be] as the noon day: satisfy And the LORD shall guide thee 
continually, and {satisfy} thy soul in drought, and make fat thy bones: and thou shalt be like a watered garden, 
and like a spring of water, whose waters fail not. satisfy They shall cast their silver in the streets, and their gold 
shall be removed: their silver and their gold shall not be able to deliver them in the day of the wrath of the LORD: 
they shall not {satisfy} their souls, neither fill their bo wels: because it is the stumblingblock of their iniquity. 
satisfy And his disciples answered him, From whence can a man {satisfy} these men] with bread here in the 
wilderness?
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